Where hydrostatic pressure is expected, all Visqueen Pre Applied Membrane laps & junctions MUST be fully welded.
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Concrete, blockwork or steel frame construction

Key to Materials:
1) Visqueen Self Adhesive Membrane
2) Visqueen Zerox CTP High Performance DPC
3) Visqueen Pre Applied Membrane
4) Visqueen 500mm High Performance DPM
5) Visqueen 100mm Jointing Tape
6) Visqueen Fixing Shrink Guard 1500
7) Visqueen Protect & Drain
8) Rigid polystyrene insulation below concrete tray
9) Smooth concrete building layer (float finish)
10) Visqueen Retaining Discs @ 400mm crs.

Apply 300mm X 300mm square patch of Visqueen Self Adhesive Membrane over fixing & cut around wall tie leg.
Fix wall tie through membrane with gun applied bitumen mastic (Type 2 or similar approved).
Wall tie fixing hole to filled with gun applied bitumen mastic (Type 2 or similar approved).

NB: At pile cap positions, refer to Visqueen Standard Detail: SW-01.
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NB: DO NOT SCALE - USE FIGURED DIMENSIONS ONLY.